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The Lightning Thief (Percy Jackson and the Olympians
Series #1) by Rick Riordan
Percy Jackson is a good kid, but he can't seem to focus
on his schoolwork or control his temper. And lately, being
away at boarding school is only getting worse-Percy could
have sworn his pre-algebra teacher turned into a monster
and tried to kill him. When Percy's mom finds out, she
knows it's time that he knew the truth about where he
came from, and that he go to the one place he'll be safe.
She sends Percy to Camp Half Blood, a summer camp for
demigods (on Long Island), where he learns that the
father he never knew is Poseidon, God of the Sea. Soon a
mystery unfolds and together with his friends — one a
satyr and the other the demigod daughter of Athena —
Percy sets out on a quest across the United States to
reach the gates of the Underworld (located in a recording
studio in Hollywood) and prevent a catastrophic war
between the gods.

Touching Spirit Bear By Ben Mikaelsen
After severely injuring Peter Driscal in an empty parking
lot, mischief-maker Cole Matthews is in major trouble.
But instead of jail time, Cole is given another option:
attend Circle Justice, an alternative program that sends
juvenile offenders to a remote Alaskan Island to focus
on changing their ways. Desperate to avoid prison, Cole
fakes humility and agrees to go.
While there, Cole is mauled by a mysterious white bear
and left for dead. Thoughts of his abusive parents,
helpless Peter, and his own anger cause him to examine
his actions and seek redemption—from the spirit bear
that attacked him, from his victims, and from himself.
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The Wave by Todd Strasser
The Wave is based on a true incident that occurred in a
high school history class in Palo Alto, California, in
1969.The powerful forces of group pressure that
pervaded many historic movements such as Nazism are
recreated in the classroom when history teacher Burt
Ross introduces a "new" system to his students. And
before long "The Wave," with its rules of "strength
through discipline, community, and action, " sweeps
from the classroom through the entire school. And as
most of the students join the movement, Laurie
Saunders and David Collins recognize the frightening
momentum of "The Wave" and realize they must stop it
before it's too late.

